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The guest-lecture

1. Ethnic Chinese businesses in Southeast Asia
- migration from China; brief historical overview
- ethnic Chinese business ‘success’; a debate

2. Case study of ethnic Chinese Businesses in Indonesia
- doing research in Indonesia
- generational changes in doing business?
- religion and business conduct

3. Concluding remarks: how to research & understand ethnic 
Chinese business activities in Southeast Asia



Ethnic Chinese in Southeast Asia – what is the story?

Brief history of Chinese 
migration and settlement 
in Southeast Asia

• Pre-colonial period

• Colonial period

• Post-colonial 
period

• Southeast Asian 
Chinese today



The Ethnic Chinese in Southeast Asia

Chinese migration (pre-colonial):
• push factors (war between Chinese 

dynasties, population pressure, 
famine). 

• pull factors (opportunities in SEA)
• settlement mainly urban areas
• local rules let the Chinese run the 

private sector (because of their 
business networks, and because they 
posed no threat to power)

• both sojourners and settlers; some 
went back and forth to trade, others 
settled in SEA.



The ethnic Chinese in Southeast Asia



The Ethnic Chinese in Southeast Asia

Colonialism

ethnic policies: Chinese banned from government positions and 
land ownership (and hence ‘forced’ into business)

ethnic stereotypes: Europeans perceived the indigenous 
populations as ‘backward’, the Chinese as ‘thrifty and disciplined’

Chinese granted positions as middlemen and tax collectors for 
the colonial governments



Post-colonial period

Heightened ethnic tensions 
between Chinese and 
indigenous populations after the 
colonial period:
• Chinese had been the ‘face’ 

of colonialism
• Cold War tensions; 

paradoxically, discrimination 
against Chinese in 
communist as well as 
capitalist states

Discrimination and 
persecution: 
• Assimilationist policies in 

Thailand and Indonesia
• Bumiputera (need to have 

native born in board of 
ethnic Chinese companies) 
policy in Malaysia

• Chinese killed and shops 
torched in Indonesia in the 
aftermath of the 1997 Asia 
crisis



The Southeast Asian Chinese today

Still tensions in some countries (especially in Indonesia and Malaysia)

Ethnic Chinese as forerunners in the rise of consumerism and global 
capitalism

Economic and political elites at times intertwined

Ethnic identification not self-evident (intermarriage, multilingual, cultural 
exchange, generational change)



Ethnic Chinese businesses in SE Asia



Ethnic Chinese businesses in SE Asia
Type of businesses / informal economy
1) Small number of large (and very 

powerful) business groups 
(conglomerates; liaising with 
governments/government officials) 

2) SME’s - the majority of ethnic 
Chinese businesses [mainly in 
informal sector]

In both cases these are mainly family 
firms

The informal sector accounts for 60 per 
cent of the workforce: neither taxed not 
monitored

https://www.ilo.org/asia/areas/informal-economy/lang--
en/index.htm



Chinese businesses in SE Asia

From: Dieleman, M.H. (2007). How Chinese are 
entrepreneurial strategies of ethnic Chinese business groups 
in Southeast Asia? : a multifaceted analysis of the Salim Group 
of Indonesia.



Chinese businesses in SE Asia

From: Dieleman, M.H. (2007). How Chinese are entrepreneurial strategies of ethnic Chinese business groups in 
Southeast Asia? : a multifaceted analysis of the Salim Group of Indonesia.



Chinese ‘business success’ in SE Asia

Explanations ethnic Chinese business success in SE Asia

1) Chinese “culture”, family, guanxi, Confucian values etc.

2) Capitalist opportunities / institutional structures

Both contested. Lack of research!



Chinese ‘business success’ in SE Asia

Family and culture as basis for trust in business networks:

• Cultural notions; diligence, future-oriented, entrepreneurial, focus on 
education, Confucianism, filial piety

• Networking arrangements; guanxi (interpersonal relationships seen to be 
crucial for smooth business transactions) and xinyong (the trust developed in 
these relationships)

• Family business model; centrality in decision-making, personalism, 
paternalism



Chinese ‘business success’ in SE Asia
Academic interest in the success (rather than the failure) of 
Chinese business culture
- Notions of Chinese business networks as “global tribes”, 
“bamboo networks” - flexibility and durability of businesses 
through kinship, dialect ties; uncertainty forces flexibility.

Later also critique on these celebration of Chinese business 
success:
- Culture does not determine Chinese business 
collaboration (instrumental considerations do)
- Many Chinese businesses are not so transnational 
- Shared ethnicity is no guarantee for success



Chinese ‘business success’ in SE Asia
The ‘dark side’ of family business:
“The founder can get away with an autocratic style of management because he 
derives his authority first as the founder member and second, as head of the 
household who controls the majority of the company’s shares”  (Kiong, 2005, p. 
52)

Generational dynamics:
- Siblings may not get along or know each other’s responsibility/ authority
- Children don’t always want to take over
- Tensions between generations 
- Informal family/ethnic networks are hard to ‘inherit’ 
- Talented staff leaves



Changes in the business environment & businesses

Rise of China 
& changes in 
local 
governments 
Southeast 
Asia:

Less reliance on political-economic alliances

Professionalization and bureaucratization

Opening up of ethnic networks

New business opportunities for ethnic Chinese to profit from the 
rise of China

New Chinese involvement renders Chinese identity more visible, 
which may backfire on the existing Chinese minority

Difference between small firms and large conglomerates



Research on Ethnic Chinese business in INDONESIA
What do the Chinese Indonesian businessmen and businesswomen 
themselves say about their business conduct and the role of “being 

Chinese” therein? 



Indonesia
• Population 277 million / 18,000 counted islands
• Indonesia ranks number 4 in the list of countries by population
• 56.4% urban; 43.7% rural
• Ethnic groups: Javanese (40+%), Sundanese (15.5%), Madurese (3%), 

Chinese (3-5% - unclear due to census taking)
• Religion: Muslim (87%), Protestant (6%), Catholic (3%), Hindu (2%), 

Buddhist (1%).

Chinese Indonesians 
account for about 3% of 
the population but they 
are influential, controlling 
most of the country's 
wealth and commerce.

https://worldpopulationreview.com/cou
ntries/indonesia-population



Ethnic Chinese in Indonesia

Ethnic Chinese population 3 to 5 % (6-8 
million)

Ethnic stratification in colonial times: 
division into Europeans, Foreign 
Orientals (such as the Chinese) and 
‘natives’, each with different rights.

1966 Assimilation Programme: attempt to 
construct a national identity; Chinese 
had to become Indonesian

Religious and ethnic minority but economic 
dominant: controls 70-75% 
medium/large-scale private enterprises



Research on Ethnic Chinese business in INDONESIA

Fieldwork / ethnography, being here: 
- interviews, observations, following/shadowing, informal conversations, contextual 
information (company docs, media, photo’s)

Focus:

the lives and work of ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs (life business-histories)

role of being Chinese in doing business

impact of the rise of China on business opportunities

impact of values (religion) on business conduct



Research participants

Owner-managers of 
SME’s

Family roots Fujian, 
China

Second or third 
generation Chinese born 

in Indonesia 

Religious background: 
Buddhist or Christian

Businesses often 
continuation or off-shoot 

from a family business 

Women are often co-
partner in the business, 

own an enterprise or are 
active in the business of 

the husband

The older owner-
managers are involved in 
other businesses as well 

/ multiple businesses

Ending up in business is 
seen as a normal career; 
there is a saying: “beter
een kleine baas dan een

grote knecht”

Next slide: example of 
some businesses in the 

research



Example of businesses in the research
Name Business Fam.busn Start-up capital Number employees Size of firm

Ha (m); 1948; 2nd; Hokkian Computer & furniture (ex) No Parents 22 Medium

Be (m); 1948; 2nd; Hokkian Water installation & Christian bookstore 
(wife)

No Parents 20/2 Medium

Ok (m); 1949; 2nd; Hokkian Juices & Kecap (partly export) Yes Parents 50/60 Medium

Ak (m); 1950; 2nd; Hakka Interior design No Parents 7/8 Small

He (m); 1949; 3rd; ? Printing No Parents 6/8 Small

Yu (m); 1953; 2nd; Hokkian Care tires and spare parts & motorcycle parts 
(wife owner)

Yes Parents 11/5 Small

Go (m); 1949; 3rd; ? Printing & publishing; Christian bookstore No Savings 300 Large

Ber (f); 1945; 6th; Hokkian Tiles (now shared ownership) Yes Family 25/30 Medium

S (f); 1961; 1st; Hokkian Silver & design;
Export furniture; Garments

No Family 60 -80 in the Silver branch Medium

SL; 1935; 2nd; Cantonese Sanitary Yes Family 6 Small

Da (m); 1960; 3rd; Cantonese Consultancy & Sanitary Yes Family 2 + 6 Small

Bi (m); 1944; 2nd; Hakka Cement & drugstore (wife) No Parents ?? Medium/small





“Chinese in ethnic Chinese business”

Across the generations ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs stress the 
importance of “being Chinese” in business mentality and practice:

• Ethnic Chinese business people are self-judged as better in 
entrepreneurship than the non-Chinese.

• Ethnic Chinese business people are more business oriented; hard 
working and having the success of the business in mind (reinvesting).

• Word of mouth, personal referrals, trustworthiness are key in business 
dealings: for getting information on goods, materials, products, 
markets and opportunities, for access to (financial) resources, etc.

• Personal networks are often intra-ethnic based (kinship, family, co-
ethnics)



Example of kinship networks in business



“Chinese in ethnic Chinese business”

Under the circumstances of an oppressive system (long history of 
discrimination), weak governance structures (corruption), 
collaboration with ‘other ethnic Chinese’ is the preferred way

But there are some changes
Whereas guanxi (relationships and networking) and xinyong (trust) are 

very important, the content of these relationship can change under 
increased education of younger generations or under new religious 
affiliation: partnerships include friends from school or church. Also 
ongoing professionalisation due to business school education 
(family firm conflicts)

The business practices show a mixture of ‘cultural values’ and ‘best 
practices’ business-wise; but these need to be seen in context



A few words on business and religion

Explosive growth of charismatic Christianity 
in Asia and in Indonesia; Large numbers 
Among the converts are ethnic Chinese 
[but not exclusively]

Assumption: strategic use of business and church networks by 
entrepreneurs

Assumption: becoming a global Christian is an escape from 
contested citizenship position



Why do ethnic Chinese entrepreneurs turn to 
charismatic Christianity ?

Networks with co-worshippers = the network 
reinforces the behavioural norms of the faith, 
and is a primary source of TRUSTED contacts and 
information for the individual entrepreneur 

Sense of Moral support = the preaching and 
testimonies offer support and understanding & 
co-sharing responsibilities; entrepreneurs carry a 
heavy burden of being the one and only 
responsible for their own business 



Sense of relief and salvation
inner peace; entertaining worship style and pragmatic-oriented 
preaching offer both distraction and immediate solutions to 
everyday personal and business problems

“I pray every day before I 
start work. I give the day in 
the hands of God and 
whatever happens that day 
is the way God has meant it 
to be. I have found peace in 
that; all is in the hands of 
God.”



Role of religion in business among ethnic Chinese

affirmation and reaffirmation of:

- Ethnic identity
- Entrepreneurial identity
- New status as global citizen
- New trusted networks and flows of information

to a group that has ever since colonial times contested ethnic, economic, 
cultural and political positions.

Complexity – following religion and values in business within a context of weak 
state and corruption.



Concluding remarks
Researching business conduct of ethnic Chinese in SE Asia requires a Historical-

Contextual exploration

Avoid fixing on cultural values (a la Hofstede) - the idea that some ethnic groups are 
more entrepreneurial than others due to their cultural values and traditions/norms:
a) implies that all ethnic entrepreneurs have embedded cultural dispositions 

regardless of time and place; 
b) ignores that later generations of immigrant entrepreneurs may be shifted from 

the ‘original’ culture

Avoid fixating on institutionalist/capitalist motivations – the idea of homo economicus 
and crucial role of institutional structures:
a) overlooks that formal and informal institutions are constantly changing 
b) ignores socio-cultural and socio-political aspects
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